We hear it everywhere: shift the power! In reality, communities are still being tokenised. How can communities drive policies and programming? Our networking zone offers insights and space for discussion on how to truly walk the talk. And we invite everyone to share ideas on how to go about the elephant in the room: power disparity.

Do You Hear Me?
Launch of the HIV language compendium

Sunday 31 July, 16:00 - 16:30 PM

Briefing

The internationally agreed language compendium supports rights-based advocacy on UN resolutions and documents related to HIV and global health. It is developed by the Love Alliance in collaboration with the Georgetown University O’Neill Institute.

• Juliette McHardy
  Georgetown University
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Community Leadership is Powered by...
Networking with like-minded partners

Sunday 31 July, 16:30 - 17:30 PM

Network reception

Raise your glass with us to commit to community leadership. Have a drink and a chat, engage in some serious networking or discuss how to tackle the elephant in the room.
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The Promise of Paediatric DTG
From research to clinical and community experiences

Sunday 31 July, 10:30 - 11:15 AM

Discussion

Research opportunities for strengthening advocacy will be shared with the focus on the experiences of transitioning children to paediatric dolutegravir with perspectives from community, donors, clinicians and program managers.

• Dr. Angela Mushavi
  Ministry of Health
  Zimbabwe

• Musa Hove
  SAAIDS

• Jacky Wambui
  AfroCAB

• Sharifah Nalugo
  Joint Clinical Research Center

• Dudu Dlhamini
  SWEAT
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The path from guidelines to implementation

Monday 1 August, 14:00 - 14:30 PM

Panel discussion

The session will focus on what is new in the updated WHO KP guidelines to inform community advocacy. We will discuss what communities and advocates can do to ensure the implementation of these global guidelines at national and local levels.

• Annette Verster
  World Health Organization, Switzerland

• Dr. Thembi Xulu
  South African National Aids Council (SANAC)

• Angela McBride
  South African Network of People Who Use Drugs (SANPUD)

• Phelister Abdalla
  Kenyan Sex Workers Alliance (KESWA)
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What you need to know about WHO’s updated guidelines for Key Populations